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N' 82	of	1990 and
N' 451	of	1991

RE: DEISARA PTY LIMITED
(In	Liquidation)

CORAM: Mildren J


REASONS FOR JUDGMENT
(Delivered 15 May 1992)

This		is		an		application	made		pursuant		to			s539		of	the Companies Code or		alternatively  pursuant  to  s1322(4)		of the Corporations Law	to	ratify		the  actions	of		John	Henderson Jackson	as	liquidator			of  the	company	between		4	September 1990	and		6		December		1990,		and		to	approve	payment of  his fees  during  that   period.   Although   the   application   is   filed in proceedings N' 451 of  1991,  I  was  asked  to  have  brought before me the  Court's  file  in  action  N'  82  of   1990.  I consider that the effect of this is that I wasbeing asked, somewhat  informally,  to  treat   the  application   as   having been brought in both of those proceedings, as there was considerable doubt  which  were.  the  relevant  proceedings  for the  purposes  of  this application.  I  propose   to   dispense with the Rules and treat the application accordingly.

On	4	September	1990,		on the	application		of		the	company, Nader		J	ordered		that		John	Henderson	Jackson		be appointed "liquidator"		of			the			company.			That		order	was	made	in proceedings N' 82		of	1990,  upon  an  application  made   pursuant to		s372(2)	of	the		Companies		(Northern	Territory)	Code, which enabled a provisional liquidator to be appointed  at anytime after the filing  of  a  winding-up  application  and before the making of a winding-up order. No  winding-up application had been filed at the time the order was made. Notwithstanding that  the  note  of  the  order  as  endorsed  by his Honour's Associate used the word  "liquidator," I


consider that the intention of his Honour must have been to have appointed Mr Jackson as a provisional liquidator, because no order to wind up the company was either sought or made. Accordingly, I propose to treat his Honour's order as an order appointing Mr Jackson as the provisional liquidator of the company, rather than as a liquidator, although in my opinion the ultimate resolution of this problem would be the same even if he had been invalidly appointed liquidator.

On 10 September 199O, Mr Jackson's office was advised by the company's solicitors by telephone that an order had been made appointing him "liquidator" of the company on 4 September 199 O. It appears that Mr Jackson was not told that his appointment was as provisional liquidator. Thereafter Mr Jackson and his staff took steps to get in the assets of the company, to call meetings of creditors, to call for proofs of debt and to maintain and store the company's assets.

On 19 September 1990, Mr Jackson was advised by the company's solicitors that an authenticated copy of the "winding-up order" would be forwarded to him in the near future.

on 20 September 1990, the company's solicitors lodged the order with the Master's office for authentification. On 28 September 1990, the Master wrote to the company's solicitors advising that the order was defective. Apparently a copy of that letter was sent to Mr Jackson. On
17 October 1990, the company's solicitors advised Mr Jackson that, in their opinion, the order was not defective. It appears that Mr Jackson took the view that he should continue to act until such time as the order was set aside. The order made by Nader J was made by a superior court of record. As such, it was a valid order until it was set aside:  Re    Boomerang     Investments    Pty   Ltd   (1979)  4 ACLR
361;  Starr  & Anor   v   Trafalgar   Financial   Corporation   Ltd (No.2) (1983) 8 ACLR 367. Further, s407(1) of the Companies Code provides that "the acts of a liquidator are valid notwithstanding any defect that may afterwards be discovered in his appointment or qualification."

The order of Nader J was never authenticated, and in any event was only interlocutory, consequently it was liable to be recalled, even by another judge: Hutchinson v  Nominal Defendant [1972] 1 NSWLR 443. On the application of the company, Martin J, on 6 December 1990, vacated the order of Nader J made on 4 September 1990. Ultimately, the Summons was dismissed by the Master on 20 December 1990.

On 10 December 1991, an application was lodged by a creditor to wind up the company pursuant to s460(2) of the Corporations Law, which had in the meantime come into force in the Northern Territory vide the Corporations (Northern Territory) Act 1990. On 27 February 1992, the company was ordered to be wound up and Mr Jackson was appointed Liquidator.

It appears from the affidavit of Mr Jackson that he and members of his staff continued to perform work after 6 December 1990. The original application before me sought to ratify those acts as well, but, at the hearing, the solicitor for the Liquidator amended the relief sought so as to confine it to the period between 4 September 1990 and
6 December 1990. The main purpose of the relief is to enable Mr Jackson to recover his fees during that period, pursuant to s373(2) (or s373(3)) of the Companies Code or s473(2) (or s473(3)) of the Corporations Law. Mr Jackson claims, in his affidavit in support of the relief sought, which I accept, that the work undertaken by him during 1990 was work required to be undertaken by a liquidator in the normal course of a liquidation.
Notwithstanding the defects in his appointment as provisional liquidator of the company in 1990, the acts he performed in the relevant period were, as I have said, valid. Although his appointment came to an end in December 1990, by the revocation of the order of his appointment, the question arises as to whether the Court has the power under s373(2) of the Code to determine Mr Jackson's remuneration as provisional liquidator. In Starr & Anor v Trafalgar Financial Corporation (no.2) (1983) 8 ACLR 367, Needham J held that, where a provisional liquidator's appointment was rescinded by the Court for want of jurisdiction to make the appointment in the first place, no
further order was appropriate or permissible, an order under the then equivalent to s373(2) the	liquidator's	remuneration	would	be	to
 and to make in respect of take further
action on the rescinded order. Accordingly, his Honour held that no such order could be made. His Honour's reasoning was based upon a passage in Wilde v  Australian  Trade Equipment Pty Ltd (1981) 55 ALJR 280 at 285, where Stephen, Murphy and Wilson JJ said, in relation to an order of a superior court made without jurisdiction:
"So long as the earlier decision stands, and no stay is operative, it is a lawful decision and the action taken in reliance upon it is lawful. It is true that from the moment it is set aside the order can no longer provide the lawful justification for further action, but whether what has been done can be undone will depend upon the availability of appropriate remedies to bring about the appropriate relief."
See also Re North Australian Properties  Pty  Ltd  (1983) 8 ACLR 436 at 438 per Forster CJ.

However, subsequent authorities have refused to follow Starr's case.  In  Re  North  Australian  Properties  Pty  Ltd (1984) 2 ACLC 319, it was held by the Full Court of the
Federal Court of Australia on appeal provisional	liquidator	was	entitled notwithstanding the dismissal of the up. The basis of the Federal Court's entitlement	to	remuneration		rested
 from this Court that a to his remuneration petition for winding- decision was that the upon s232(2) of the
Companies	Act	(the	then	equivalent	to	s373(2)	of	the
Companies	Code),	not	upon		the		order Fitzgerald		J,	who		delivered	the	leading court, said (at 324):
 appointing		him. judgment	of		the
"Once  the  petition  wasdismissed,  the   position   so  far as  is  presently  material  was the  same   as   if   it   had also  been  held  that  the  order  appointing  the  provisional liquidator had been made in error and the further order had been made setting aside the  appointment."
His  Honour  concluded	(at 325):
"Mr Mount's entitlements  whether  under  subsec.  23 2 ( 2) of the Northern Territory Companies Act or under subr. 52(8) of the South Australian Companies legislation accrued  to  him  in  his  capacity  as   provisional  liquidator while  he  validly  held  that  office,  i.e. during  the  period  from  the  presentation  to   the dismissal of the petition for the winding-up of  the company. There is nothing  in  either  provision  which lends any support to a suggestion that  an  order  to perfect such entitlement must be made whilst the appointment  is   current.   Further,   there   is   nothing there  or  elsewhere  which  indicates  that  it   is necessary to prove as an essential element of an application for an order to perfect a provisional liquidator's entitlement to remuneration  in  respect  of the period to which the entitlement relates  that  the order of appointment still beextant and operative. No more needs to be shown than that  the  order  of appointment afforded the  support  for  what  was  done when it was done."
As to Starr, Fitzgerald J considered that  the  passage  in Wilde relied upon to support the  ultimate  conclusion  of  Needham J did not in fact support that conclusion.

In	Nationwide	News	Pty Ltd	v Samalot	Enterprises	(No.2)
(1986)	5 NSWLR	227;	(1986)	10	ACLR	748,	McLelland	J	held
that	an  order		could	be made	providing		for	a	liquidator's remuneration,	notwithstanding that the order  appointing  him was  invalid   as   lacking	jurisdiction.		His Honour	refused to follow Starr, and	applied   the   reasoning   of   Fitzgerald   Jin Re North Australian Properties. At	10		ACLR 751,	his	Honour concluded:
"It	seems	clear	from	the	judgment	in	Starr	that	no submission		based		upon		the		terms	of		s373	was put	to Needham Jin			that   case.		I respectfully agree with the
way in which the equivalent provisions were applied in Re North Australian Properties and in Re Bridal Centre Co Pty Ltd, and I think that the application of s373 in the present case leads to the opposite conclusion to that reached in Starr. Section 373 confers on a liquidator a statutory entitlement to remuneration and confers on the court a statutory power to determine that remuneration, neither of which are dependent upon the continued subsistence of the order appointing the liquidator but only upon the liquidator's status as such.
The setting aside of the orders of 20 November 1985 will not affect Mr Harkness's (sic) status as liquidator between 20 November 1985 and the date of the setting aside of those orders, as the appointment remains valid for that period, and it makes no difference that the order of the court was made by a registrar and not by a judge: see s121(4) of the Supreme Court Act. The powers of the court under s373 to determine the remuneration of a liquidator or provisional liquidator may be exercised before or after the termination of his appointment. It cannot be suggested for instance that, if a winding up order were made and a liquidator appointed, thus terminating the appointment of a provisional liquidator, the former provisional liquidator could not thereafter make application under s373 for determination of his remuneration. It would make no difference to the existence of the power that the appointment of the provisional liquidator were terminated not by the appointment of a liquidator but by dismissal of the winding up proceedings as in Re North Australian Properties Pty Ltd and Re Bridal Centre Co Pty Ltd or by setting aside the original order, as in Starr; similarly so far as a liquidator is concerned, by setting aside the original order, as in the present case or by an order terminating or staying the winding up. Furthermore, I have little doubt that a liquidator or provisional liquidator who is entitled to remuneration would normally have an equitable lien over the assets under his administration to secure payment of that entitlement as well as his expenses, analogous to the lien to which a court-appointed receiver is entitled: cf Re Central Commodities Services Pty Ltd (1984] 1 NSWLR 25; 8 ACLR 801. That lien would survive the termination of his appointment."
In my opinion, this Court is still empowered to make an order fixing Mr Jackson's remuneration pursuant to s373(2) of the Companies Code for the period between 4 September 1990 to 6 December 1990 and that no order of ratification, whether pursuant to s1322(4) of the Corporations Law or
pursuant to s539 of the Companies Code, is necessary. Although s601 of the Corporations Law states that the provisions of the Corporation Law with respect to winding up do not apply to a body corporate the winding-up of which was started before the commencement of Chapter 5 of the Corporations Law, and it may be arguable that, no winding up application having been lodged, the winding-up was not "started" under the Companies Code, I consider that s601 should be given a wide interpretation. In the interpretation of statutes, an Act will never be construed as taking away. an existing right unless its language is capable of no other construction: see Sargood Bras v The Commonwealth (1910) 11 CLR 258 at 279; Morrissey v Connaust (1991) 79 NTR 19 at 25. I do not consider that it was the intent of the legislature to take away Mr Jackson's rights under s373(2) of the Companies Code by the passage of the Corporations Law. Mr Jackson's remuneration, once determined, will be paid in accordance with the provisions of s556 of the Corporations Law: see Re G & G Shelley Pty Ltd (In Liq) (1991) 4 ACSR 515.

I have not been asked, myself, to make any order actually fixing the quantum of the remuneration. I have been asked to refer that question to the Master should I be of the opinion that the relief sought in the Summons can be granted.

Accordingly I make the following declaration and orders:
	I declare that John Henderson Jackson is entitled to an Order by the court fixing his remuneration, pursuant to s373{2) of the Companies Code, for the period 4 September 1990 to 6 December 1990.


	The relief sought in paragraph Summons, i.e. ratification of Mr between 4 September 1990 and 6 refused, as it is unnecessary.

 1 of the amended Henderson's actions December 1990, is

	Order that the summons be referred to the Master for further determination.
	Order	that	the	costs	of	and	incidental	to	this

'
application	and Order	be	taxed	and paid	out	of	the assets of the company.

